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INTERVIEWER : Willis McNelly (WM)
INTERVIEWEES: Frank Herbert (FH), Beverly
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DATE OF TAPE : 3 February 1969
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WM: This tape recording is being made
February 3rd 1969, in the home of Frank Herbert
in Fairfax, California. Frank and his wife Bev
are sitting around including myself, Dr. Willis
E. McNelly of Cal. State English Department,
Fullerton, California; sitting around, talking
about science fiction. Frank Herbert, as we all
know, is the author of “Dune” and many other
science fiction novels. Frank, I wonder if you’d
tell us a little bit about the origins of “Dune”.
You started a little earlier and you said you
could trace the germinal idea?
001

FH: Oh yes. The idea come came from an
article (I was going to do an article, which I
never did) about the control of sand dunes.
What many people don’t realize is that the
United States has pioneered in this, how to
control the flow of sand dunes, and it started up
here at Florence, Oregon. There is a pilot project
up there of the U.S. Forest Service which has
been so successful that it has been visited and
copied by experts, related departments from
Chile, Israel, India, Pakistan, Great Britain,
several other countries…

Like a river…
007

WM: How long ago was this, by the way?

FH: Oh, this was in ’53. This was
considerably…
008

009

WM: Fifteen years ago, more or less…

FH: Yes. It was a long time ago. Sand dunes
are like waves in a large body of water; they just
are slower. And the people treating them as fluid
learn to control them.
010

002

WM: Well, I know I drove along the Oregon
coast this summer and you had mentioned this a
year ago, that it had begun with this, what was
happening along Oregon. I remember stopping
at one there, right south of Columbia River, it is
Oregon State Park now…
003

011

WM: Fluid mechanics, in other words.

FH: That’s it. Fluid mechanics, with sand.
And the whole idea fascinated me, so I started
researching sand dunes and of course from sand
dunes it’s a logical idea to go into a desert. The
way I accumulated data is I start building file
folders and before long I saw that I had far to
much for an article and far too much for a story,
for a short story. So, I didn’t know really what I
had but I had an enormous amount of data and
avenues shooting off at all angles to gather
more. And I was following them … I can’t read
the dictionary, you know; I can’t go look up a
word…
012

013

WM: (Laughter)

FH: I get stopped by everything else on the
opposite page. But … so, I started accumulating
these file folders, which I’ll show you later, and
as a result, I finally saw that I had something
enormously interesting going for me about the
ecology of deserts, and it was, for a science
fiction writer anyway, it was an easy step from
that to think: What if I had an entire planet that
was a desert? During my studies of deserts, of
course, and previous studies of religions, we all
know that many religions began in a desert
atmosphere, so I decided to put the two together
because I don’t think that any one story should
have any one thread. I build on a layer
technique, and of course putting in religion and
religious ideas with ecological ideas you can
play one against the other. Now this is … you
see, I’m talking about surface now…
014

FH: That’s, well, Florence is considerably
south of that.
004

005

WM: South of it.

FH: Yes. It’s about centrally located on the
Oregon coast and it was an area where sand
dune blew across Highway 1. U.S. Highway 1,
frequently blocking the highway, and the forest
service put in a test station down there to
determine how they could control the flow of
these sand dune. And I got fascinated by sand
dunes. And I got fascinated by sand dunes,
because I’m always fascinated by the idea of
something that is either seen in miniature and
the can be expanded to the macrocosm or
which, but for the difference in time, in the flow
rate, and the entropy rate, is similar to other
features which we wouldn’t think were similar.
006

015

WM: That’s right.

FH: I’m not talking about the way things are
layered…
016

belief for a long time that man inflicts himself
on his environment … that is, Western man.
WM: I think we can see that just looking
around us: the simple thing of beer used to be
packed in bottles, which eventually
disintegrated, then it was packed in cans, and
that took at a fifty-year half-life, and now it’s
packed in aluminium cans, and that, you know,
lives for ever, and we’re gradually corrupting…
025

017

WM: …within the novel itself.

FH: That’s right. Yes. The way character is
developed for various reasons in the story …
this is just the germ of the idea, but that’s where
it begins.
018

WM: It began fifteen years ago, then. Well,
what made you or at what point did you go from
the sand dunes of Oregon and the ecological
background there to the decision to utilize let’s
say the Arabian mystique as another counter
notion or contrapuntal notion working within
the novel?
019

FH: Well, of course, in studying sand dunes,
you immediately get into not just the Arabian
mystique but the Navajo mystique and the
mystique of the Kalahari primitives and all...
020

021

WM: Kalahari primitives?

FH: Yes, the Kalahari desert, the black folk
(people) of the Kalahari and how they utilize
every drop of water. You can’t just stop with the
people who are living in this kind of
environment: you have to go on to how the
environment works on the people and how they
work on their environment. Just as … I mean,
you could look at this thing on the Oregon Coast
quite simply, if you wanted to, and say, yes, the
sand was covering the highway, and that’s bad,
so…
022

026

WM: …Yes, well, all right, but we’re
gradually corrupting our environment as a result
of that kind of thing.
027

FH: Plastic is the thing that we…you know,
Bev and I were up on the Washington coast last
year and an area unspoiled, originally very
primitive area where the Mawka tribes lived,
and so on, and even there, down among the
driftwood logs on that primitive beach, that
almost unspoiled beach, you frequently, much
too frequently, come on these blue, orange,
green, white plastic containers … Purex, Ivory
Soap … and they’re virtually indestructible
There they are … they float …
028

WM: Well, man is then, as you view him, a
creature who ecologically is a destructive force,
a divisive force.
029

FH: Well, we tend to think in Western culture
… I’m talking about Western man, you realize
that.
030

031

WM: …so we plant certain grasses, and that
stops the sand from moving, and that’s good.

FH: Unless it’s in salt water…

WM: Yes.

023

FH: And that’s the end of it, you see, that’s
the end of it. But if you start going into the
mechanics of how the United States Forest
Service set up this project and all of the internal
politics undoubtedly that were involved … I
only know part of them … but I do know
enough of them to know there were quite a few
more … Then you would probably have a story
there, a “main street” type of story. But I got off
on a different kick because of the science fiction
angle and the emphasis on ecology. It’s been my
024

FH: We tend to think that we can overcome
nature by a mathematical means; we accumulate
enough data and we subdue it.
032

WM: And establish parameters of that data
and subdue it.
033

FH: Yes. We subdue nature. This is a onepointed vision of man, because if you really
start looking at man, Western man, you’ll see
that you could cut him right down the middle
and he’s blind on that backside, you see.
034

WM: This is the point you made earlier, Bev,
in talking around about the death of the
planetary ecologist in “Dune” being a very
touching spot, I think you said…a very
moving…
035

BH: Well, I felt also it was a very significant
point. A lot of the story swung around this: how
the ecologist died. I thought it was very
important that the planet killed the ecologist.
036

principles of ecology, among other things.
FH: Well, ecology, as somebody said…and I
use this…I don’t recall…I’d like to contribute
this, but I don’t recall where I encountered it …
I did read over two hundred books as
background for this novel … somebody said
that ecology is the science of understanding
consequences.
048

049

WM: Even though the planet … I mean, even
though the ecologist was technically able to
subdue anything within that…

WM: I remember that.

037

038

BH: Well, there he lay dying…

039

WM: Dying, and…

BH: And understanding everything that was
happening to him.
040

FH: Lovely expression! And of course we’re
… each of us, individually, is the product of
everything that has happen to us, and this
happened to me and hit me, and so I used it,
because, as far as I was concerned, one of the
purposes of this story was to delineate
consequences of inflicting yourself upon a
planet, upon your environment.
050

WM: So you have a number of forces, then,
that are inflicting themselves upon the planet.
You have the Fremen forces, you have the
forces of the House of Atreides, do you
pronounce it..?
051

041

WM: Exactly.

BH: Much more than someone else dying in
the desert would have. Complete understanding
… I think it made it more horrible, the fact that
he completely understood…
042

WM: That he knew what was happening to
him and understood it and was technically
capable of controlling it.
043

044

BH: He knew it had gotten him.

045

WM: Yes.

FH: This of course was done deliberately for
that purpose … to turn … it’s a turning point of
the whole book, but … a pivot, you might say
… and the very fact that Kynes, who is the
Western man, in my original construction of the
book, sees all of these things happening to him
as mechanical things doesn’t subtract from the
fact that he is still a part of this system because
it is observing him. He’s lived out of rhythm
with it and he got in the trough of the wave and
it tumbled on him.

052

FH: Atreides.

WM: Atreides. (I’d love to examine with you
the possible implications of the House of Atreus
in the Greek legend there.) And you have the
off-planet forces of the Spacer’s Guild and the
entire Imperium also as being forces inflicting
themselves on this planet.
053

054

FH: The name of the game is power, you see.

055

WM: Yes.

046

WM: And we’re polluting our atmosphere,
we’re polluting our rivers, we’re polluting our
beaches because we don’t understand the
047

FH: It…as it is today; we play the game today
with counters called money and we talk about
laws of supply and demand and so on. There is a
law of supply and demand as long as you only
have one form of exchange, but once you start
getting other media of exchange, such as force,
then the law of supply and demand gets
different beats on it, different rhythms.
056

WM: It may interest you to know that one of
the…in fact, the major question on my final
examination for my science fiction course this
057

last…two weeks ago was the…asking the class
to examine the effects of power in its various
forms, abuses and uses in two of the major
works read during the semester, and…you’re
mentioning power just now as being the name
of the game as far as Arrakis is concerned…
FH: Yes. You see, Western man has assumed
that if you have…that all you need for any
problem is enough force, power, and that there
is no problem which won’t submit to this
approach, even the problem of our own
ignorance.
058

man in his culture might be might be able to
support and thereby have, or what possessions
he can carry from one stopping place to another,
and how this would control the moral laws, the
… that we build up in society. We see it in our
society, for example, out of our nomadic
background and herdsman background…we see
all kinds of moral injunctions which grew out of
that and which we accept today logically … I’m
not trying to denigrate them…
069

WM: Yes.

FH: But we can trace them this way. Now this
is where moral law comes from. Ethical law
takes a step in another direction, and it says that
I, the thinking animal, see that the logical
consequences of these moral actions are such
and so and maybe I’d better modify the moral
law slightly by a higher ethical law…
070

059

WM: (Laughter)

FH: Which, you see, throws it out the window
right there because it is an asinine assumption,
and it is the basic fallacy of Western man’s
approach to living. Now, I’m not saying that we
immediately drop this and adopt a vendetta…
060

WM: I find this that in one of the … or some
of the internal conflicts which are bothering
Paul, that the ethical norm which he sees as
being one of say absolute rightness as opposed
with the law of moral necessity, and these are
clashing in him … these are tensions that work
within Paul which cause him, I think, to have a
depth of characterisation that you don’t
normally find within the normal science fiction
novel.
071

061

WM: Although that might not be a bad idea.

FH: No, we need what I would call a science
of wisdom.
062

WM: I think among the things that we need…
and this is indicated to a certain extent in the
novel…but, we need a clear distinction in our
minds…the minds of Western man…between
the ethical norm and the moral life. The moral
life is subject to change, it is the law, etc. etc.
etc., but the ethical norm are those things which
we must do because they are the proper thing to
do regardless of the law.
063

064

FH: They’re an abstract.

WM: They’re abstract … They are an
abstract, and this conflict between the moral and
the ethical norms we see obtaining in certain
situations within “Dune”, as I recall…at least I
could extrapolate…
065

FH: You hit on, of course, the way the
character of Paul was constructed. It was the
conflict between absolutes and the necessity of
the moment.
072

073

WM: Yes.

074

FH: And…

WM: It’s almost an existential necessity,
incidentally, as I caught it…as I read it.
075

FH: That’s right; that’s absolutely right.
Absolutely.
076

FH: Yes, that’s correct. But the moral norm,
as I saw in “Dune”, was something that is
imposed upon people by their environment.
066

067

WM: Yes.

068

FH: I mean, it’s as fixed as how many wives a

077

WM: (Laughter) Gee, thanks!

FH: You see, this is an exercise in showing
up, you might say, the fallacy of absolutism.
078

WM: Even to be absolute about being non
absolute, because Paul is bothered with that
very problem.
079

080

about the building of a rhythm within a story.
WM: Would you define this a little bit more
for me, please?
093

FH: That’s right.
FH: I will. I’ll be specific about it and I can
use an analogy, which is familiar to both of us,
in poetry, but it is used only as an analogy…
094

WM: How absolute can he be and yet…in his
relationships with his subordinates; with Stilgar,
for example, if he’s too absolute, he loses…you
know…he gains…how did you put it in the
novel?.. he saw … he sees the loss of a friend
and the gain of a worshipper, almost. I…
081

FH: He gains…he loses a friend and gains a
worshipper.

095

WM: Ok.

FH: You know how you choose a word in a
given poem to control the beat of the poem?
096

082

WM: A worshipper. Yes; and this kind of
conflict: if he’s too absolute here and non
absolute there or in the necessity…when the
tribe tries to force upon Paul the apparent
necessity for killing Stilgar and he has to talk
the tribe out of one of their tribal rules in order...
083

097

WM: Are you familiar…

098

FH: The way…

WM: …familiar with Hopkins’ poem, “The
Windhover?” If not, I’ll get it out for you later
and show you how there is one word in there
which absolutely controls the total poem.
099

084

FH: A moral…

100

FH: Yes; this happens in many poems.

085

WM: Yes, right.

101

WM: Many poems…

086

FH: A moral rule.

102

087

WM: A moral rule.

FH: And you see how the moral rule was
developed out of the necessities of their
background.
088

089

FH: Yes, and the poem then develops a certain
fixed rhythm. Now by changing the
phraseology, placement of words, you can
change that rhythm; you can slow it down, you
can speed it up. Well, there is an analogous
thing in prose. I think this is quite easily
defensible, that length of sentence, number one:
modifying clauses…

WM: Yes. Exactly.
103

FH: And he has given them, then, an ethical
rule.

WM: Variety of sentence structure, right.

090

WM: Yes, and yet this conflict is continual,
within Paul, I think, and it makes, I think, for
certain added dimensions in the novel that again
the normal science fiction novel does not have.
Well, you began this, then, in ’53, and you
began doing research and filling file folders
with facts and extrapolating to the sand dune
planet. Tell me further about the writing process
itself.
091

FH: Well, this was the first book where I
really started carefully applying these ideas
092

FH: Variety of sentence structure…all these
things control the pace of controlled reading or
controlled…controlled…silent reading or oral…
and I work orally, because I think that the
language was spoken long before it was written,
and I think that unconsciously we still accept it
as an oral transmission.
104

WM: That’s something I’m going to have to
try with my classes…reading parts of “Dune”
aloud to them. I’ve done this … I do this as a
standard device when I teach Joyce or Yeats or
Eliot… I read great gobs of it aloud, in parts.
105

FH: Well, this was done deliberately as to
control that oral pace by the length of sentence,
by the variety of sentence, by the words in the
sentence, whether long convoluted words or
short chopping words…
106

107

108

BH: The man who never sees anything except
through his camera viewer. He sees the whole
world, you see, in through that little square box.
120

121

FH: The view hunter.

122

WM: Right.

WM: Anglo-Saxon.
FH: Anglo-Saxon as against Latin.
FH: Yes; so I wanted to kind of have a little
snicker about this, you see, right at the end, and
you deducted that sheer action treatment there.
And you see how that this does what I’m
describing…
123

109

WM: Latin.

FH: I controlled the pace, so I have several
rhythms built into the story deliberately: one is a
long-term rhythm…and we’ll get to the ending
of the book in a minute. I…the ending is camp,
high camp. Deliberately. And a number of
people, interestingly, have seen it. I wanted to
say…
110

WM: I found it sheer action, almost for the
sake of action.
111

112

FH: Yes.

WM: And overly dramatic, maybe; and, you
know, “in the future they will call us wives,” I
said yeech! almost. But you call it high camp. I
hadn’t thought of it that way.

WM: Yes. And that is a limited point of view,
actually; the sheer action treatment…
124

FH: Yes. That’s right. And also by making it a
man to man battle at that point between Paul,
who is an extremely complex character, and this
almost stick figure, black, you see…
125

WM: Who is sort of, in many ways, Paul’s
counterpart.
126

113

FH: Well, I wanted to turn the story around on
itself, but in two very specific ways. And
obviously you don’t limit the way it turns. If
you do that…if you do one way that you know
of..

127

FH: Exactly.

WM: He’s a foil, in the classic sense of the
word.
128

114

129

FH: A foil in the classic sense, in other places.

130

WM: Yes. Right.

FH: But at this point he becomes that…that
impossible thing, that non-existent thing, the
absolute evil.
131

115

WM: Sure…

FH: One, I was poking a little fun at the idea
of the person who always sees things verbally
and must write about them and record them, you
know. The historicity of anything that happens,
you see. You’re not living it, you’re recording it.
116

117

WM: Yes. This is what we’re doing right now.

118

FH: Yes. But we’re having a good…

BH: The man who never sees anything
except through his camera viewer.

132

WM: Yes.

FH: You see, and so we turn the whole thing
whirling backward through the story. There was
another thing there, in the pacing of the story,
very slow at the beginning. It’s a coital rhythm
all the way through the story.
133

134

WM: It’s a what?

135

FH: Coital rhythm.

136

WM: OK.

118bis

119

WM (to B): Say that again, please.

FH: Very slow pace, increasing all the way
through, and when you get to the ending of it, I
chopped it at a non breaking point, so that the
person reading the story skids out of the story,
trailing bits of it with him. On this I know I was
successful, because people come to me and say
they want more and…

149

FH: OK.

150

WM: I understand your term.

137

FH: Now we all have stories that we go on
with after we finish reading them. As children,
we can remember playing Treasure Island…
151

152

WM: I have said this to my classes that, in
many ways as satisfying as “Dune” is, I find it
unsatisfying because there are so many
unanswered questions; you don’t tie up the
loose ends of, say, Paul’s sister, unless you
read…what is it?.. a “Huntress of a Thousand
Worlds” (Laughter)…that marvellous little…
little footnote of Princess Alia. But… or several
other things. The whole question of the Spacing
Guild itself and how it got to be the way it was
is handled very…you know…

WM: Or playing Tom Sawyer…

138

FH: Well, let’s…let’s examine something, as
far as fiction in general is concerned…

FH: Or Tom Sawyer…any of these. We
remember playing these. The story stayed with
us…the characters and their conflicts, their joys,
their play all stayed with us.
153

WM: And it enkindled sparks in our own
imagination, so that we were then active in
creative play.
154

FH: That’s exactly right! We went on and told
the story ourself…
155

139

140

WM: All right.

FH: Now there are other reasons why stories
are remembered, and I’m talking about story in
the classic sense of the knights jongleur who
goes from castle to castle to earn his meal.
141

156

FH: Now, I deliberately did this in “Dune” for
that purpose. I want the person to go on and
construct for himself all of these marvellous
flights of fantasy and imagination. I want him
to…you see, you haven’t had the Spacing Guild
explained completely…just enough so that you
know its existence. Now with lots of people,
they’ve got to complete this.
157

142

WM: All right.

143

FH: Entertainment…

158

144

WM: Sure.

159

FH: The stories that are remembered are the
ones that strike sparks from your mind, one way
or another. It’s like a grinding wheel. They
touch you and sparks fly.
145

WM: Would this be something like the
Miller’s tale of Chaucer or Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight, if you please?

WM: Yes.

WM: Yes.

FH: So they build it up in their own minds.
Now this is right out of the story, though, you
see…
160

WM: Yes. Or the whole…

161

FH: The sparks have flown.

146

147

FH: Yes, indeed.

WM: Or, well, we could adduce thousands of
other examples up to, say, Treasure Island or
what you will. There’s sparks there.
148

WM: Bene {Bené} Gesserit, you pronounce
it?
162

163

FH: Bene {Benny} Gesserit, yes.

WM: Bene Gesserit. The...their whole
mystique and so on is relatively unexplained.
Why do they want the Kwisatz Haderach in the
first place? You see, is relatively, at the time…
164

the religious constructs.
165

FH: The name of the game is power.

WM: Yes, and they want power. That…that
explains it to a certain extent but…

179

FH: Before we get into that…

180

WM: OK.

166

FH: They want power in a specific way. You
know, I’ve always been amazed by the
statement or by the label of psychological
warfare. There can be no such thing as
psychological warfare…if you develop a
psychological weapon sufficiently that it is
destructive to any potential enemy, it will
destroy you with the enemy…it’s a two-edged
sword without a handle, and if you grab it hard
enough to wield it, you’re going to…
167

168

WM: It’s self destructive.

169

FH: Yes.

WM: So we could have a variation of the
Lord Acton notion: power corrupts both the user
and the receiver of the power, both absolutely...
170

171

FH: Right. Acton saw it.

WM: How interesting. I hadn’t thought of
the…who power corrupts…
172

FH: Now the Bene Gesserit see this. You see
how they keep themselves in the background.
173

174

WM: Yes, that’s true.

FH: They want a user of power they can
control.
175

176

WM: I see…with safety to them.

FH: Let me tell you something. I was up at
Sonoma State last month, talked to a class up
there, and the question that seemed to attract the
most attention from the class…somebody asked
back there, what’s all this nonsense about
controlling people with voice?
181

182

WM: (Laughter)

FH: There seemed to be a lot of agreement
with this point of view, that it’s impossible to do
this. And so I said, we do it all the time.
183

184

WM: Of course we do!

FH: And it’s amazing to me that anybody
could even begin to question this as a fact of our
existence. And they couldn’t see it, so I said,
well, I’ll give you an example. I’m going to
describe a man to you. You know this man. And
I’m going to give you a task of controlling him
by voice after I’ve described him and after you
recognise him. I said, this is a man who was in
World War I as sergeant, came home from
World War I to his small town in the mid-west,
married his childhood sweetheart and went into
his father’s business, raised two children, who
he didn’t understand…and they don’t
understand him…He joined the VFW and the
Legion, went on every picnic, every convention,
lived by the double standard (he thought). Now
on the phone, strictly by voice, I want you to
make him mad.
185

FH: That’s right. It’s a safety device, you see,
and I say this in several ways, not in this way,
not in this blatant, you know, way, but implying
it with all of its permutations, because there’s
much more to this. We could go on for several
hours discussing this aspect of it.

186

ALL: (Laughter)

187

WM: Oink! Oink! Oink!

WM: Yes. The whole attitude of Reverend
Mother Gaius Mohiam, for example…Helen
Gaius Mohiam...yes, I see how we could…
various aspects of it…well, I-I’d like to…I’d
like to examine this a little bit further in some of

189

177

178

FH: Any one of a hundred thousand
variations.
188

WM: Yes, certainly, certainly.

FH: Simplest thing in the world. Now what
we’re saying here is that…see, I-I’ve drawn a
gross caricature.
190

191

WM: Of course!

FH: But, we’re saying that if you know the
individual well enough, if you know the
subtitles of his strengths and weaknesses, that
merely by the way you cast your voice, by the
words you select…
192

he know that this is “Goodbye, I don’t care to
talk to you any more.” But it’s the same phrase.
205

BH: And they’re both polite.

206

FH: They’re both polite.

207

WM: Oh, yes.
FH: And this is the metamessage.

193

WM: By the intonations…

208

194

FH: Whatever…

209

195

WM: Whatever.

WM: Yes…the hidden message underneath
the message, and so on…
210

FH: Yes, right. You can control him. Now if
you can do it in a gross way, obviously with
refinement you can do it in much more subtle
fashion, and it’s done all the time in politics.

FH: Yes.

196

WM: And this is one of the techniques,
incidentally, that science fiction, I think, does. It
takes a possibility or something that does
actually exist today and extrapolates from that,
perhaps refines it, makes it more specific.
197

198

FH: The science of control by voice.

199

WM: Yes. Exactly.

BH: Isn’t there a word in semantics where
these messages that we get across…what was?..
200

201

FH: Metamessage.

202

BH: Metamessage.

203

WM: Metamessage.

FH: It’s a well recognised thing in semantics
and you see it…Hayakawa uses the example:
you’re talking, you’ve met somebody for the
first time, maybe at a business meeting in a
convention, and you get acquainted and you’re
speaking. You exchange views and at the end of
it you say, “We must get together for lunch
sometime.” Now, under one example of this, the
fellow will call you the next week or you’ll call
him and you will get together for lunch, and he
knows he’s supposed to call you and make this
luncheon date. Under the other example of this
same phrase, he knows that this luncheon date,
204

WM: Yes, I can understand that. Well, I had
no trouble understanding the question of the
voice, as I read the novel, because, among the
other things which the novel gave to me, was
the whole question of communication and how
we communicate on multiple levels, whether it
be Paul communicating by shedding a tear…
that’s an act of communication on a very
profound level…to the Fremen, whether
communication of the voice or communication
by sword or communication by a dozen
different ways that we all do constantly as we’re
doing in this room right now. See, you’re
communicating by the …in one sense by the
way you’re both watching me as I speak and
watching Frank and watching the recorder and
watching what you are doing with your hands.
There are all sorts of communications, just as
I’m communicating and you are in a dozen
hundreds of hidden different ways. I had no
problem with that in the novel and I thought that
it was rather well done. Let me go off on
another parenthesis here. Did you ever read the
novel “Nostromo” by Conrad?
211

212

FH: No.

WM: I was reminded very much as I read
“Dune” for the first time of the reaction that I
had when I first read “Nostromo”. I think that
“Nostromo” is one of…if probably Conrad’s
greatest novel…it’s certainly his most artistic
achievement as well as his most profound…and
I found myself thinking about “Nostromo” as I
read “Dune”.
213

214

FH: Now I’m going to have to read it.
(Laughter)

220

WM: Well, I mean that’s very high praise,
because “Nostromo” is ultimately the creation
of an entire universe. It is the country of
Casteguana in Central America. There is one
thing in Central…in this country of Casteguana
that influences everybody, and it is the presence
of a gigantic silver mine. And the silver corrupts
everybody in the country in one way or another.
It corrupts the British people who are running
the silver mine; it corrupts the incorruptible
“Nostromo”, our man, who is the sort of a folk
hero of the thing; it corrupts everybody; it
totally controls the country; and in watching
how these people interrelate to the problem of
the silver mine and the parallels there, you see,
between “Dune” and “Nostromo”, to me, as I
read it as a Professor of English, were very
strong. This is one of the things I object to in
among my own compatriots…that they are
unable to see that something like “Nostromo” is
in a very real sense a type of science fiction. We
have created a mythical country, based upon
reality, where the people react in certain ways to
things which we would react to in other ways.
But it’s said over here, just as the Fremen react
to…

221

FH: Oh, yes, it’s my contention that especially
in “Dune”…and “Dune” is an exposition of this
point that man himself is going to change. We
have changed, but our changes…the actual basic
change is a gradual climb. Now I don’t see this
as progress, I see it as a sort of entropy and as a
growth of complexity. But that this is such slow
process…that in thousands upon thousands
upon thousands of years we would still
recognise the emotions, the reactions, all of
these things and given any set of forces which
you can delineate: the silver mine, the geriatric
spice, the existence of certain hard lines of
power control and communication…

227

215

216

WM: As perhaps oversimplified by, say, the
Harkonnens versus the Atreides.
217

218

219

FH: Yes. You have a classical feudal system
here.
WM: Yes; sure.

FH: It’s my contention that feudalism is a
natural condition of human beings…not that it is
the only condition or not that it is the right
condition…that it is just a way we have of
falling into organisations. I like to use the
example of the Berlin Museum Beavers. You
ever come across this?
222

223

WM: No.

FH: Well my…the numbers are going to be
wrong but it’s on this order… Before World War
II there were a number of families of beaver in
the Berlin Museum. They were European
beaver. They had been there, raised in captivity
for something on the order of seventy beaver
generations, in cages. World War II came along
and a bomb freed some of them into the
countryside. What did they do? They went out
and they started building dams.
224

225

ALL: (Laughter)

226

WM: Wow! Wow!

FH: Now tribal organisation…feudalism is
tribal organisation…
228

WM: Oh, yes.

FH: And that’s what I’m talking about. So,
tribal organisation is a natural organisation of
humankind. We tend to fall into it, given any
chance at all, given the proper stresses, or given
the proper lack of stresses.
229

WM: And I think we could extrapolate from
that notion and say we have many more feudal
or tribal aspects in our society than we might
have otherwise thought about. I think that the
existence of the Roman Catholic Church in its
feudal state as long as it has existed is sort of
proof of what you’re saying.
230

FH: Yes.
231

FH: The hippies are a proof of it.

232

WM: Yes.

WM: Families…

FH: Look at the organisation they set up. It’s
a tribal organisation.
233

WM: Exactly. And this kind of thing, the kind
of loyalty that, say, Gurney Halleck gave Paul,
or gave Paul’s father, this is the kind of thing
you mean.
248

234

BH: A business office is feudal.

235

FH: Yes. A company is feudal.

249

236

BH: A university, perhaps?

250

WM: Oh, yes, indeed; an English department,
very true!

FH: The loyalty to the family.

WM: Yes, certainly, and “I am the rightful
Duke of Atreides.”

237

238

ALL: (Laughter)

FH: Well, of course what we’re doing here is
oversimplifying.

251

FH: Yes.

WM: At the very end of the thing, as he is
speaking to Sardaukar…you pronounce it…
252

239

240

WM: Yes.

FH: The complexities of it and the variations
on the theme are multitude but the framework is
there, the skeleton is there, and you can
recognise that skeleton. So I set up the situation
in “Dune” where the natural evolvement was a
classic feudalism, and for a very specific
purpose. I wanted the lines of power to be clear.
241

WM: Yes. At the same time, feudal lines of
power were extremely complicated. I don’t want
to contradict you but it…
242

FH: No, I understand what you’re saying.
That’s why I said…
243

WM: But, while they were simple, they were
nonetheless multi-level, as you indicate with the
Baron Harkonnen and the navarone Na-Baron,
and so on. All of these things of the relationship
to the Imperium…this…you want to go back to
the 14th…13th…14th century in England, of the
War of the Roses.
244

FH: No. By clear this, I meant in this sense
recognisable by anybody who knows the first
damn thing about history.
245

WM: Precisely. The fief has a set of
obligations from top to bottom, bottom to top,
mutual back and forth, ultimately.
246

247

FH: Yes. It’s a feedback situation.

253

FH: The Sardaukar.

WM: Yes, very interesting.. I know my
students had had a lot of fun tracing down the
background (Laughter) of the Fremen as far
back as they can from the hints you drop in the
novel, and coming to their surprise, delighted
surprise, that they were once probably on Salusa
Secundus, and this accounts for part of the way
they are, in the hardening there, and, further, the
tracing of the life cycle of Shai-Hulud is really
an interesting thing for them because you don’t
quite complete whole thing in your appendices.
254

FH: Of course, what have I set up there? We
know our information about the cyclic nature…
the interdependence in our own environment is
quite sketchy in many areas, but we do know
this…we know that you need…to create large
bodies of sand, dust, whatnot, you need water
action…some, anyway…so I’ve set up
multitudes of creatures who substitute for this…
quite logical…they do this. And I postulated
that in one vector of their life circle, water is
poison to them. We see this sort of thing on
planet Earth right now where a creature can live
in one environment, in one vector, but that
environment will kill it in another vector. The
anopheles mosquito is a good example. And it
doesn’t take much of a stretch of the
imagination to carry this further in that classic
science fiction way, saying that, given other
circumstances on another planet, a creature
could develop something that we could see was
analogous to this and…but would do these other
things…now, there’s another element of Shai255

Hulud too. Shai-Hulud serves a specific
function among other things in the history, but a
specific feral leitmotive function. It’s the
unthinking beast. It’s the black beast. It’s the
personification of the bull in the arena…not the
way the bull in the arena…not the way the bull
in the arena actually is, but the
personification…
256

270

WM: In another sense.

271

FH: Yes.

WM: Which I once figured out…one of my
students figured out that the geriatric spice itself
is probably the defecated matter of ShaiHulud…
272

WM: The mystique of the black…
273

257

ALL: (Laughter)

FH: The mystique of it…and it’s…there it is.
WM: …in one of its vectors, or it might have
been…no, not…not the defecated matter at all,
so...no, no, it was the eggs, perhaps, and that’s
why they’re guarded, among other things.
274

WM: I never took…the black beast has
connotations that I never gave it. Maybe it’s my
taking it wrong from your terminology. It’s the
mythical beast. It’s the archetypal beast…is that
what you’re talking about? Is that what you
mean by black beast?
258

275

BH: The valley of bat-guano.

WM: Yes; oh, true. They have lots of…you
know, kids have lots of fun with this.
276

FH: The archetypal beast…that’s right. Now I
bring this up because of something you’re
mentioning earlier, tracing the archetypal
background.
259

260

WM: Yes.

FH: And I made it, classically, the archetypal
black beast, the one who lives underground in
the cavern, with the gold.
261

WM: I see. OK., right. Well, this is the dragon
of Beowulf, who lives in the cave.

FH: Of course. The…yes, and…and I did that
deliberately. The…the value of a good story in
the entertainment sense is how much of this it
tips off…how much it starts rolling.
277

278

WM: Sure.

FH: So that you start creating your own story,
the one that’s in all of us, you see.
279

262

263

FH: Yes.

264

WM: Guarding the gold.

265

FH: With the golden dagger.

WM: Right; precisely. Incidentally, L. Frank
Baum used this in one of his Oz books…used
the dragon guard hoarding the gold, guarding
gold, believe it or not.

WM: And in that sense there is no right
answer to the final…let’s say, the complete life
cycle of Shai-Hulud.
280

FH: Yes. Do you want me to pin it down for
you? I can. I mean, I had it in mind…
281

282

WM: You had it in mind?

283

FH: Yes, but…

266

FH: Well, this…that is why I put this in there.
It’s a familiar…

WM: I had it worked our, too. Let’s…let’s
compare notes.
284

267

WM: And gold, of course, becomes the
geriatric spice.

FH: Well, I’d be interested, before I saw
anything…I…to hear what you have to say.
285

268

269

FH: That’s right.

WM: I got to get my book. I’m going to turn
this off for a minute…
286

[tape pause]

300

FH: And then you skid out of the story with
all of this clinging to you.

WM: Well, we’re back again. We’re talking
about the archetypal patterns in “Dune” for a
minute…off on this tangent now…

301

287

288

FH: Well, we got on to the sequel for a while.

289

WM: Yes.

FH: And there’s a point here that I think
should be made. Campbell turned down the
sequel. Now his argument was that I had created
an anti-hero in Paul in the sequel, and he has
built his magazine…I’m…I’m
oversimplifying…grossly oversimplifying.
290

291

WM: Sure.

FH: But this is the essence of it really and
truthfully accurate…
292

293

WM: Yes.

FH: That he had built his magazine on the
hero. Now it’s my contention that the difference
between a hero and an anti-hero is where you
stop the story, and if you’re true to life, if you’re
true to life, giving these ingredients, then the
story goes on, because human beings go on.
Now, you can confine your story to one
individual, and therefore as far as he’s
concerned the story begins with birth and ends
with death. But if you’re dealing with larger
movements...
294

295

WM: The parameters are much broader.

296

FH: That’s right…as they are in this book.

297

WM: Yes.

FH: Then there is no real ending. It’s just the
place where you stop the story. And one of the
reasons, by the way, why in the book “Dune” I
stop it the way I do, deliberately building up a
carrying momentum, as though you were going
down a slide and then just chopping it…
298

WM: Yes. I can see that. Yes. But as I
understand the Jungian archetypal patterns, you
know, the Lord Raglan steps of the hero…why,
“Dune” takes up about the first fifteen of them,
more or less, and if…I know nothing about the
sequel other than the few words you’ve told me,
but I would be willing to predict that it you
follow the pattern, the archetypal hero pattern,
he goes through many of the things that Lord
Raglan sets out in the notion of the hero and the
quest hero. Ultimately, some…Paul has to die.
It’s just a question of how and under what
circumstances, and probably as a result of some
of these tensions which have been previously
operating.
FH: Yes, several of them, and one of them, of
course, is the tension of prognostication.
302

303

WM: Yes.

304

FH: Prediction.

305

WM: This is foreshadowed in here.

306

FH: Yes.

WM: He never sees his own death moment,
but he’s always concerned about it.
307

FH: Yes. We bring this…yes, that’s right…we
bring this to a head, this idea that I’m
expounding: that…you know…when you talk to
any of the average individual and he says, “Oh,
if I could only know everything that’s going to
happen tomorrow, wouldn’t that be wonderful?”
308

309

FH: What he is talking about if the fifth race
of High Alia. {sic}
310

WM: Yes, or will that girl say yes or no?
(Laughter)
311

FH: That’s right. That’s what he’s talking
about, and he doesn’t really want to know
everything that’s going to happen tomorrow
because this is precisely what I do to Paul. We
312

WM: To a moment of triumph and than that’s
it…
299

WM: Oh, sure.

carry this to its logical outcome and reach a
point in the sequel where he is physically
blinded…is without sight…I think this is what
set Campbell off, the fact…

course…

WM: Oh, here comes an anti-hero and
that’s…that’s…yes.

326

313

WM: And I’ve always wondered about the
Oedipal aspects of the novel.
325

FH: Oh, they’re there.

WM: But let’s not go into that right now.
(Laughter.)
327

FH: Yes. But he…here is Paul. He’s
physically blinded and yet he knows
everything… everything…that’s going to
happen. He’s lived this one before. Think of
how boring that is but think of how mysterious
and terrifying…
314

328

FH: They’re there and deliberately.

329

WM: Yes.

FH: The…no…it’s my contention…I think
I’m probably right on this…that the thing that
got to Campbell was not that I had an anti-hero
in this sense, but that I had destroyed one of his
gods.
330

WM: That it would be to everybody else. Yes,
sure.
315

FH: A guy…it would be as though I were
without sight, you see; I had nothing but a
couple of sockets here, and my wife comes in
and picks up a cigarette out of a package…I
lean over and light it for her.
316

317

WM: And say it’s a Pall Mall.

FH: Yes, and say “Oh, you’re back to Pall
Malls.”

331

WM: Oh.

332

FH: See…because the prediction and ESP.

WM: Oh, of course! With Campbell that’s…
you know…obviously!
333

318

319

WM: Yes.

FH: Paul does such things as grabbing a
microphone out of a trooper’s hand and relaying
orders immediately after the accident in which
his eyes are lost…and greeting people in the
hallway as he passes them. The…of course it
builds up this terrifying god head among the
people around him, but it also foreshadows their
turning against him, because if a person really
does this sort of thing to you, you’re going to
get away from him one way or another.
320

321

WM: They crucify him.

322

FH: Yes.

WM: In many ways they would. I-I can see
this and this would lead us to all sorts of
possible symbolic interpretations of knowledge,
and so going back to the Oedipal notion.
323

324

FH: Now…yes… It is my contention, of

334

FH: Yes.

335

WM: Yes.

FH: You see, if you know the magazine and
his editorials.
336

WM: Yes, sure. I’ve been reading it since
1940.
337

FH: All right. Then you know that he is
completely devoted to this idea, and I’m not…
I’m not arguing against him, but I’m merely
saying that this is his point of view, and this
pokes a great deal of fun at…not so much fun as
it pokes a big hole in the whole theory that…
338

339

WM: That’s…yes.

FH: That it would be great to know
everything that’s going to happen tomorrow.
340

341

WM: And so he rejected it, huh?

342

FH: Yes. So he rejected it.

343

359

FH: No, that's...it goes directly into the worm.

360

WM: Goes directly into the worm.

361

FH: It's a matter of growth process.

WM: Isn’t that interesting?

FH: But Galaxy snapped it right up and paid
Campbell’s rates.
344

WM: Huh! Well, well, well, well. Looking for
another Nebula for that one? (Laughter)

WM: All right. To the...to Shai-Hulud itself,
and then Shai-Hulud spice, I think, becomes the
eggs.

345

362

FH: I don’t know. I didn’t even look for a
Nebula for the fist one…I didn’t write it with
that in mind.

363

FH: Well, the spice, as I conceived it...

364

WM: Spermatic material...

346

347

WM: Uh-huh.
FH : The spice as I conceived it was
necessary for the development from, let's say,
the pupil stage.
365

FH: My chief concern is to tell a good story. It
really is.
348

WM: Virginia Heinlein says that every time
that Bob wanders away she says, “Cut to the
chase.”
349

350

ALL: (Laughter)

FH: Yes. I heard him say that. (Cough) That’s
the classic Hollywood approach.
351

WM: Yes. Oh, could we go back a little bit
and…tell us more about the novel as it
developed in your mind.

366

WM: Yes.

FH: For him to go beyond the pupil stage,
they had to have to be in the presence of the
spice. That's the way I conceived it.
367

368

WM: I see.

369

FH: That's why it's so...

352

353

FH: Well, you were going to do something.

WM: Oh, I was going to trace Shai-Hulud for
you. Well, I can’t quite do it completely without
referring to the text and I'm afraid that most of it
is given in the text, but I think that the question
of the sand trout and the...
354

355

WM: I think the spice itself is almost, as
being spermatic material.
370

371

FH: That's right. That's exactly right.

WM: And then there's spice growing into
the...well, ultimately the little maker.
372

373

FH: U-huh.

374

WM: As I saw it.

FH: That's right.
BH: Is that something like royal honey, royal
nectar ?
375

WM: Is one of the vectors from the sand trout
to the dry leathery, to the sand trout...no...dry
leathery thing...sand trout...to little
maker...to...a...
356

357

FH: No, the way I saw it is slightly different
but…the spice in the presence of a…of a dead…
worm.
376

FH: To the big...to the worm...to the big one.
WM: Oh yes. Killed by the water of life. Then
this becomes…and you’re off in the spice blow.
377

WM: To the...yes...well...but it...it goes
through...does little maker just go directly into
the worm, or is there another...
358

FH: That’s right. This becomes the…the seed
of the new life cycle.
378

WM: Ok. Yes. It’s almost orgasmic in that
sense.
379

Mexico…was adding to it, you see. We’re
talking about two different things here, the
accumulation of data…

380

FH: That’s right. Yes.

399

381

WM: Probably deliberately so.

400

FH: Yes. I built these things in there
deliberately, all the way through it.
382

WM: Data and the physical writing process.

FH: And the physical sitting down in front of
the paper and actually putting the story down.
It’s almost as though you’re filling a container.
WM: I see. That has been pretty well built up
at that time…
401

WM: Yes. How interesting. Well, if we can go
back then and talk about…a little bit more about
the formation of the novel from say 1953 in the
germinal ideas and your file folders and so on…
we were up to about there a little while…while
ago.
383

384

FH: Well I’m not too clear…

385

WM: On dates…?

386

FH: Dates. They…they don’t concern me.

387

WM: No.

FH: I-I’m more involved with the actual piece
of paper in front of me.
388

402

FH: Yes.

WM: It’s interesting…Harry Harrison
describes the writing process with him rather
well in a tape I made with him a few months
ago. He is absolutely uninterruptible from, say,
12:30 in the afternoon ‘til 5:00 at night, because
the ideas as they form in his mind sort of
becomes extensions of his (Cough) excuse me,
fingers in his typewriter and that they are up
here and that …that any interruption, whether it
be a telephone ringing or his wife knocking at
the door or anything at all is liable to shatter that
idea as it transforms itself into paper.
403

FH: This is a very evanescent thing and I have
to fight this, but Bev is very nice to me about
this. She keeps the…
404

WM: All right. How long…how long a
writing process did this take then from the time
this began ‘til the…say…the time you…
389

BH: A writer’s children are always…they
learn to tiptoe, and “Is daddy writing?” In fact,
you don’t have to say be quiet. You say "your
father is writing" and…silence.
405

FH: You mean, the actual physical writing
process?
390

391

WM: U-huh.
406

392

WM: What is your writing schedule?

FH: About two years.
FH: Well, it varies…depends on what I’m
doing…writing for the magazine…but as a
general rule it goes like this: I’ll get home
somewhere around five o’clock when Bev is
here, when she’s not working as she has been
the last couple of weeks. She’ll have dinner
ready at that time or very close to that time. I’ll
then take an hour's nap and then work
sometimes until one o’clock in the morning.
Then I hit the sack and get up and sometimes if
a story is strong in me I get up in the morning
and write…get up at five o’clock in the morning
or so and write for an hour or two sometimes
407

WM: About two years, and you wrote it when
you were in Mexico?
393

394

FH: No.

395

WM: Oh.

396

FH: I wrote it here.

397

WM: Wrote it here.

398

FH: Uh-huh. But I had the idea with me in

before going down to San Francisco.
408

made…made us at this point about $ 15,000
since the first sale.

WM: Yes.
WM: This includes the sale of…what was
it…something like eight chapters to Campbell?
420

FH: And this is the thing I want to get out of
because I can write eight hours a day in two
bursts and I don’t see any reason why I
shouldn’t be doing what I want…writing what I
want to write during those times. I don’t
envision supporting myself entirely by science
fiction writing in the sense of writing only
science fiction, because I have other axes to
grind, too.
409

410

WM: Yes.

FH: I’m going to do a nonfiction book on air
pollution, for example. I’m really hipped on this
ecology thing…the consequence of some of the
things that we’re doing to our planet. And I
don’t mean in the lock-it-up-and-throw-it-away
sense of the classic conservationalist…in other
words, turn it all into wilderness. I don’t mean
that, but there are ways of living with our planet
and not against it and this is the attitude that we
have to develop, and it is an attitude…
411

WM: Thank you, Mr. Kynes. (Laughter)
Pardot Kynes.
412

413

FH: But it is an attitude.

414

WM: Sure.

FH: It…it’s something that has to be
ingrained into us as children.
415

421

FH: That’s right.

WM: By the way, I did not read it in analog. I
read it first in book form. How much of it did
appear in…
422

423

FH: Almost all of it.

424

WM: Almost all of it.

FH: U-huh. In fact, in one sense, a little more,
because there were capsule recapitulations, the
synopses at the beginning.
425

426

WM: Oh, yes. Did you write those?

FH: Yes, I did. The…the way it comes in…
I’ve found…and this is broad for a novel…it
makes somewhere between five and seven
thousand dollars on the…in the first twelve
months of sale, and this depends on how far you
sell it, how many times you sell it. Then I found
that with my own work it’ll go on earning for a
long time. We received several hundred dollars
out of “Dragon In The Sea” that…last year.
427

428

WM: Is that right?

429

FH: Yes. The old dragon.

WM: Yes. It’s still one of my favourites. Still
one of my favourites.
430

WM: As my wife is fond of telling my
children, a fountain pen is not a screw driver.
416

FH: Well, it’s still selling. Selling beautifully
in Japan.
431

417

FH: Very good. (Laughter)

WM: And each has its own purpose for
whatever it may be and…and if you misuse that
thing it will turn around and bite you. Youl’ll
ruin a screw driver or ruin a fountain pen in
trying to make it work like a screw driver, and
we’re rapidly ruining our air, our water, our
planet, if you will.
418

FH: I found that…you were talking about the
economics of writing and selling…”Dune” has

432

WM: I understand that you speak Japanese?

433

FH: No.

434

WM: No? Where did I hear that?

FH: No, I-I don’t speak Japanese. I can read a
bit of idiogram.
435

419

436

WM: Ah so desu ka.

FH: Ah so desu ka. (Laughter) But I was
raised with Japanese Americans in the Pacific
Northwest in an area where there were a great
many of them, let’s put it that way.

451

WM: Do that one again?

452

FH: You know what the Tarot deck is?

453

WM: Oh, of course, yes.

454

FH: Ok.

455

WM: Oh, I’ve missed that.

437

438

WM: Yes.

FH: A place called Fife between Seattle and
Tacoma and…
439

FH: I built a Dune Tarot into it and it’s hot
right now.
456

WM: That’s up near glorious Tunwater.
(Laughter)
440

457

FH: Yes, it’s north of Tunwater. (Laughter)
Ah, an Oly fan…if I’d known, I would have
brought in a mess of beer. By the way, we have
another wine in there. Would you like…?

WM: Yes.

441

FH: And I was just thinking economically
they ought to capitalize on it.
458

WM: Oh, sure, why not. A Dune Tarot. Well.
See, I teach Yeats and Eliot and so on…
459

WM: No, I’m going to stick to coffee for a
while, thanks. I’ll be up all night reading, but
then, what difference does it make.
442

FH: Well, anyway, I was raised with them,
and eat in Japanese restaurants and I know a few
phrases.
443

444

WM: Yes. I learned quite a…

[tape pause]
WM: … well, you were speaking of your
writing plans for the future. You say the sequel
to “Dune” will be out this fall sometime?

460

FH: Of course, yes.

461

WM: In fact, I-I own my own private deck.

FH: Yes. We have one. It’s my contention that
if you immerse a society in a great deal of what
we call fortune telling, you know, that you cloud
the whole process…you see what happened in
classic times in Greek myth…historic times,
when the oracle was…had terrifying accuracy.
462

445

463

WM: The Oedipus cycle for example.

FH: There weren’t a lot of oracles around.
You went to Delphi.
464

446

FH: Or earlier.

447

WM: Or earlier.

FH: Possibly in October, possibly earlier.
There’s some question of, I requested that it be
moved up a bit and I’m not sure that everyone’s
in agreement and maybe that’s best…I mean
I’m not…
448

465

WM: Delphi, right.

466

FH: Or to the local madman.

WM: Yes. Look at the birds and cast a few
auguries here and there.
467

FH: Yes. Who might have…might kill a
chicken and look at the entrails.
468

449

WM: Yes.

FH: I just thought it would be a better idea for
several reasons to publish it earlier. One of the
reasons is that I have built a Dune Tarot into the
sequel.
450

469

WM: Or note which way the blood spurts.

FH: That’s right. Any one of these methods,
which I call ignition principles as far as
prediction is concerned. You see, I contend that
470

there is such a thing…that you can do it,
whether you do it by a subliminal thing…petit
perception, or whether it is a…

they achieve their ignition by…by methods that
we can see are hogwash.
WM: Right. And…or we misinterpret their
methods, for example…if we were to consider,
say, the tantric yoga, all we would think of is
that they’re achieving nirvana by means of sex,
and it’s much more than that.
483

WM: You use the petit perception in that
scene in the conservatory, incidentally. I thought
it was rather well done. With…Countess…
Fenring?
471

472

FH: That’s right.

WM: Leaving that thing for Lady Jessica to
pick up.
473

FH: Yes, that’s right. That’s…well, whether
our predictive faculties are prophecy…and
we’ve had our prophets…is a product of an
accumulation of…in a sense of a computer is
accumulating data.

484

FH: Yes.

WM: Or, as…as one specific example, we…
we take only one aspect of it, and make sort of
an end out of it…
485

474

FH: Or, hell, then you go back to the…the
slitting the neck of the chicken and watching
which direction the blood spurts.
486

487
475

WM: Yes.

WM: Yes.
FH: You see, you see…what I’m saying by
ignition.
488

FH: Or something mystical in a sense that it is
unexplained thus far…unexplained…I’m
looking at it through Western eyes now as you’ll
undoubtedly see…that…that it is a mechanical
scientific principle and if you get enough data to
bear on it, you’ll understand it. Now this doesn’t
necessarily follow, of course, that we can
understand everything in the universe. Ask me
about…what is the basic about what I think is
the basic fallacy in science.
476

WM: All right. What is the basic fallacy in
science, tell us, pray tell! (Laughter)
477

FH: You want a prognostication. Ok. You
know, I think…I think it’s the idea that we can
invent… that of course, science fiction is based
on this…the idea that…that we can invent
anything we imagine, and having invented it, we
must use it…
478

489

FH: This ignites the…you see, you have to
have confidence that you can do it…you have to
believe you can do it, and believing you can do
it, the process is ignited by any one of a million
methods. We’ve experimented with many…the
direction the birds fly or any of this, you see.
490

WM: Well, I had a student a few years ago
who…whose wife was so accurate with the
Tarot deck that…that she stopped using it
completely.
491

492

FH: I must tell you something.

493

WM: She frightened herself.

FH: I terrified a gal one time in a weird…I
was about seventeen. We were sitting in her
aunt’s house and her aunt and an uncle were out
of sight, but within hearing distance, down in
some stacks in their library. It was nearby and
we were sitting across the…from each other on
hassocks, the mouth of the fireplace, a big stone
fireplace, between us, down to embers. We’d
been out on a date, and I brought her home. We
didn’t have anything going…we…she was just a
494

479

WM: And then live by the consequences of it.

FH: Exactly. Yes. Now, this is the Western…
see, this is the Western fallacy.
480

WM: And this is one of the great things about
the East…that it does not…
481

482

FH: Yes, of course we frown on it because

WM: U-huh.

gal I knew. I happened to have had a crush on
her younger sister, and she knew it, and…ah,
unrequited love at seventeen is hideous thing.
495

ALL: (Laughter)

496

WM: Oh, yes!

FH: Anyway, that was a…it was great upsurge
of Rhine consciousness at the time.
497

498

WM: Yes.

FH: Predicting the cards…of course, our
interpretation of predicting the cards, was, you
know…we had only one kind of cards, that was
a deck of cards.

FH: Empathy or what is rampid to this
atmosphere…I don’t know what it was, but I
predicted what the cards were, and I said “My
goodness,” I said, “This is fascinating! Let’s do
it again. Show them to me again.” So she
shuffled the deck again, and cut them a few
times, and we started going through them again.
And we got down to, oh, five or six cards in the
deck, and suddenly she threw the whole deck
down on the hearth of the fireplace and said,
“This scares me! I don’t want to do this any
more!”
507

499

WM: Hmmmmm. Have you ever had that
kind of success…
508

FH: Never. Never again. But it was a…the
odds against being able to do this by anything
but some unrecognized…
509

500

WM: Sure.

FH: So she broke out a brand new deck of
cards and shuffled them. We’d been talking
about it on the way home and…quite shadowy
in the room…there was the firelight and Pat was
sitting across the fireplace and the light from
where.…her aunt and uncle were playing
cribbage in the back in there, both of them deaf,
by the way… you hear this [Falsetto] Fifteen
two and two is four (Laughter). Counting…
501

502

WM: [Falsetto] A pair of six.

FH: Yes, that’s right. So there was a light
from back in there and so she could see the
cards, and she said, see if you can predict the
cards. And she had been shuffling them, so she
picked up the first card, and I closed my eyes,
and I saw that card. And so I told her…that was
it. She put it down. That was the card. I swear to
you, Will, I went through that entire deck,
predicting every card that she was going to see,
and there wasn’t a failure at all. I told her every
card. I did it the same every time. Now, whether
I saw a reflection in her eyes…in other words,
we’ll go back to petit perception.

510

WM: Force.

FH: Contact or force…I’m not ruling out the
fact that I may have seen…she wasn’t wearing
glasses, but the light may have been such that,
without even recognizing it, I saw them or
reflection of them in her eyes, or something of
that nature. This is possible.
511

WM: There are more things ‘twixt heaven and
earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of…
512

503

504

WM: Yes.

FH: Or whether this was some actual keyed-in
transmission. We were sympatico or
something…
505

506

WM: Tuned in on her wavelength.

513

FH: Oh. Oh, Will! (Laughter)

WM: Why are you laughing? You expect
things like that from an English teacher don’t
you? (Laughter)
514

515

BH: Not frequently…

[tape pause]
WM: I’d like to ask you a couple of more
questions (Cough). I wanted to talk about some
of the religious constructs behind the novel. It’s
obvious that some of the Arabian mystique is
there, and I think that any perceptive reader can
pick this up, but part of the question relates to
the identity of Paul as an avatar, as a new
messiah.
516

517

FH: That’s right.

WM: Or as a new prophet or what you will.
Would you care to talk about that a little?
518

and he had been killed…
530

WM: He’d have been deified.

FH: He would have been deified. And it
would have been the most terrifying thing the
British had ever encountered, because the Arabs
would have swept that entire peninsula with that
sort of force, because one of the things we’ve
done in our society is exploited this power…
Western man has exploited this avatar power.
531

FH: Well, one of the threads in the story is to
trace a possible way a messiah is created in our
society, and I hope I was successful in making it
believable. Here we have the entire process, or
at least the large and some of the subtle
elements of the construction of this, both from
the individual standpoint, and from the way
society demands this of you. It’s the references
in there, you know, that the man must recognize
the myth he is living in, because the creation of
an avatar is a mythmaking process. We’ve done
it in our…in recent times. Look at what’s
happening to John F. Kennedy.
519

520

WM: Oh, sure.

FH: Who was a very earthy, real, and not
totally holy man…so here we have a likeable
person, now, you see…
521

522

[tape pause]
WM: Well, if I could ask then one more
question along this same line, you mentioned a
little bit earlier that you studied comparative
religion at one time.
532

533

FH: That’s right.

WM: A student of it…was it from your
experiencing reading comparative religions that
brought you to this particular notion of an
avatar?
534

WM: Yes.
FH: That was part of it. Of course, it was
ignited by the idea of…by the ideas I
encountered in reading about desert societies,
and I think that the idea of the way Western
society has exploited this force. We have, you
know…
535

FH: But real in the flesh and blood sense who
by the process of emulation becomes something
larger than life, far larger than life, and I’ve just
explored all of as many permutations as I could
recognize in the process.
523

WM: Oh, I-I caught overtones of Lawrence of
Arabia in the thing, for example.
524

536

WM: Oh, yes.

FH: We’ve used it as…quite consciously
we’ve sent out our missionaries to do our dirty
work for us…then come along behind them with
the certain belief that we’re right in anything we
do, because God has told us so…God in the
person of the avatar.
537

FH: He could very well become an avatar for
the…for the Arabs.
525

526

WM: Right.

FH: If Lawrence of Arabia had died at the
crucial moment of the British…
527

WM: Say, when Allenby walked into
Jerusalem.
528

FH: Yes. If he had died…if, for example, he
had gone up and killed the people who were
destroying his breed dream, walked into that
conference and said, Gentlemen, I have here
under my javala a surprise, Bang! Bang! Bang!
529

WM: Well, one last personal question, then,
if…one last personal question, then, if you don’t
mind. Do you profess any specific religion
yourself? You mentioned vendetta earlier or
other backgrounds. I’m a little curious…if it’s
not at all pertinent, why say so.
538

FH: Oh, I don’t mind saying so. I mean it…I
don’t really profess a religion in the sense that
we normally recognize religion I believe in
539

more in self development in the Zen sense.
WM: Well, I caught those Zen elements from
time to time, I thought, in…in “Dune”, and in
fact, the whole Zensunni school line thought
was an aspect of that…
540

FH: You know, don’t you, that one element of
the construction of this book…it’s all the way
through there…that I wrote certain parts of it in
haiku and other poetical forms, and then
expanded them to prose to create a pace.
541

WM: I hadn’t picked those out specifically,
but I sort of caught something of that, and
that’s ...
542

FH: Some of my friend have come back to me
with examples out of it and said, was this a…
543

544

WM: Haiku.

545

FH: Was this a haiku?

546

WM: Or a tanka, or something…

547

FH: Yes, or a tanka, and yes they’re in there…

WM: Very good. And thank you very much.
We certainly appreciate this.
548

